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Abstract—Web service composition is a popular area of investigation, since it encourages code reuse as opposed to re-implementing already existing functionality modules. Performing such compositions manually can be quite time-consuming, since the functionality of each service included in a solution must be fulfilled, while at the same time selecting candidates with the best possible quality of service attributes. This work proposes a memetic algorithm that can perform Web service composition in a fully automated manner, optimising a sequence of services that is then decoded into the final solution. The key advantage of this representation is that it separates the quality optimisation technique from the enforcement of correctness constraints, thus simplifying the overall composition process and preventing solutions from being overly constrained. While this indirect composition approach has been investigated earlier, the previous representation relied on weights for establishing a service sequence and used PSO as the optimisation technique. In this work, on the other hand, sequences are directly represented using a vector of services, which reduces the overall search space. Additionally, the memetic algorithm employed in this work is better at exploring solutions within promising areas of the search space. Experiments were conducted comparing the memetic approach with the previously proposed PSO, with two key findings. Firstly, the new representation reduces the overall execution time while maintaining the original solution quality. Secondly, the use of the memetic local search improves the overall quality of solutions, though it may incur longer execution times.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, developers have increasingly employed Web services when developing applications. Web services are modules that are available over the network, providing specific functionality and encouraging code reuse as opposed to re-implementation [1]. One of the greatest advantages of Web services is that they can be combined to accomplish more complex tasks with minimal implementation, in a process known as Web service composition [2]. Such compositions can be performed manually, though ensuring that service requirements have been met and that the solution has a reasonable quality is quite a time-consuming process [3]. Because of that, researchers have been actively investigating approaches to performing compositions in an automated manner.

One promising group of approaches to automated Web service composition rely on evolutionary computing (EC) [4]. The benefit of using EC techniques is that they allow the creation of composition solutions that present two characteristics: firstly, they are functionally correct, meaning that the inputs of all services included in the composition are completely satisfied (and thus the entire composition solution can be executed at runtime); secondly, they are quality-optimised, meaning that the services selected to be part of the composition have the smallest total cost, the highest total reliability, etc. Despite these key advantages, enforcing functional correctness constraints in tandem with the quality optimisation process makes the current EC approaches complex to utilise. For example, in genetic programming (GP), the mutation and crossover operations must be restricted to ensure that the subtree being modified/replaced will still provide the original functionality needed to execute the overall composition [5].

One way to simplify the EC composition approach would be to separate the quality optimisation from the enforcement of functional correctness constraints. This has been successfully done in [6], where each candidate is indirectly optimised as a sequence of services that is then decoded to produce the corresponding composition. This representation considerably simplifies the optimisation process, as EC can be carried out in an unrestricted way while the decoding step ensures that solutions are functionally correct. A shortcoming of the work in [6] is that it employed continuous particle swarm optimisation (PSO), meaning that weights were used to represent the order of services in the sequence (i.e. a particle was a vector of weights, each corresponding to a given service). This is an issue because there are multiple sets of services that map to the same sequence, thus greatly increasing the size of the search space and making it more difficult to identify good candidates. Additionally, PSO has been shown to often converge to local optima [7], [8], potentially overlooking more promising solutions.

The goal of this paper is to propose an indirect Web service composition approach similar to the one discussed in [6], but addressing the issues discussed above. Specifically, the two following objectives are achieved in this paper.

1) To propose a candidate representation that uses sequences of services directly, as opposed to relying on weights, thus reducing the overall size of the search space.

2) To investigate the use of a memetic algorithm for the optimisation of candidates, which is expected to further improve the quality of the compositions and to better avoid convergence on local optima [9].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the background needed to understand the service composition problem, including some of the related work.
in the area. Section III presents the approach proposed in this paper. Section IV outlines the design of the experiments carried out to evaluate the new approach. Section V discusses the experimental results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Problem Description and Example

At its core, the Web service composition problem can be thought of as fitting together a set of function building blocks in order to create a more complex program structure. These building blocks are Web services, which require a set of inputs in order to be executed, produce a set of outputs after execution, and have a set of quality attributes (e.g. time, cost, availability). A service can be represented as \( S = (input(S), output(S), QoS(q_1, ..., q_n)) \), where \( n \) is the number of QoS attributes considered. Services are selected from a service repository \( SR = \{S_1, ..., S_m\} \) (where \( m \) is the number of services in the repository) and combined according to the specifications of a composition request \( R = (input(R), output(R)) \) in order to produce solutions with the desired overall outputs. The objective is to produce a composition solution with the highest possible quality, which is optimised using a set of objective functions \( f_1, ..., f_m \), corresponding to the different QoS attributes considered. Three constraints must be observed by a valid composition solution that uses a graph representation with a start \( (s) \) and an end \( (e) \) node:

1) The inputs of each service in the composition are satisfied by predecessor services in the solution.
2) The starting node produces the overall composition request inputs as its outputs \( (output(s) = input(R)) \).
3) The ending node requires the overall composition request outputs as its inputs \( (input(e) = output(R)) \).

In order to clarify the abstract description provided above, a well-known example is provided. This example, referred to as the travel problem, is frequently discussed by works in the literature [10], [11]. In this scenario, the task is to create a composition whose objective is to arrange the travel and accommodation details for a trip. Figure 1 shows the composition request and a potential solution to this problem.

B. Quality of Service and Composition Constructs

In addition to ensuring that compositions are functionally correct, it is also necessary to consider the Quality of Service (QoS) of the atomic services selected, thus also creating the best possible solution from a non-functional aspect. Previous research has considered several different quality measures [13], and four of the most popular measures [14], [15] are considered in this work: availability \( A \), which is the probability of a service being available when a request is sent to it; reliability \( R \), which is the probability of a service returning a reliable response to a request; time \( T \), which the overall execution time required for a service to return a response for a request; cost \( C \), which is the financial cost associated with executing a service. Services are organised into a composition using a series of composition constructs, which show how their outputs and inputs are related [16], consequently also establishing how the composition’s overall QoS should be calculated. This work employs two commonly used constructs, sequence and parallel, that are supported by service composition languages such as BPEL4WS [15], [17].

![Fig. 1: Example of a solution to a Web service composition task (adapted from [12]).](image1)

![Fig. 2: Sequence construct and formulae for calculating its QoS properties [15].](image2)

![Fig. 3: Parallel construct and formulae for calculating its QoS properties [15].](image3)
time \((T)\) and cost \((C)\) values are calculating by adding up the respective values of the individual services.

2) Parallel construct: The parallel construct allows services to be executed in parallel, meaning that their inputs are fulfilled independently and consequently their outputs are also produced independently from each other, as shown in Figure 3. The overall \(A\), \(R\), and \(C\) values of the parallel construct are calculated in the same way as they are in the sequence construct; the overall \(T\) value, on the other hand, is determined by selecting the individual service with the longest execution time in the construct, and using that value.

C. Related Work

Genetic programming is one of the techniques previously explored for performing Web service composition [5]. In this approach, solutions are represented as trees where the inner nodes represent composition constructs (e.g. parallel and sequence) and the terminal nodes represent the atomic Web services included in the composition. In order to ensure that solutions are functionally correct, the population initialisation process is done using a context-free grammar, and any subsequent mutation and crossover operations must maintain the correctness. The fitness function employed encourages solutions with the smaller possible number of atomic services and the shortest overall paths, as these are thought to be markers of good overall quality. The limitation of this approach is that it must simultaneously optimise candidates and enforce correctness constraints, which increases the complexity of the technique and has the potential likelihood of overly constraining the search.

To simplify the complexity of handling constraints and optimisation simultaneously, da Silva et al. [6] separate these concerns by first optimising candidates in an unconstrained way using PSO, then using a decoding step to translate the unconstrained candidate information into a functionally correct composition. More specifically, solutions are represented as a vector of weights, where each weight corresponds to an atomic service in the repository. The weights are used to organise services into a sequence. Then, in order to calculate the fitness of each of these resulting sequences, a decoding algorithm is used to transform them into the actual composition, ensuring that the resulting solutions are functionally correct. The fitness function optimises candidate according to their overall QoS attributes. Even though this approach provides the advantage of simplifying the composition process, PSO may not be the best optimisation technique, as it is known to prematurely converge to local optima [8]. Additionally, the use of weights for indirectly representing sequences (instead of encoding services directly in a sequential order) makes the search space large, as many different weight combinations translate to the same sequence.

A memetic approach to service composition, which improves the optimisation process by incorporating local search into it, is explored in [18]. In this work, it is assumed that an abstract workflow has already been selected for the composition. This workflow contains a sequence of abstract services as workflow slots, each with a specific functionality. Then, the technique’s objective is to identify the best possible concrete service to fill each workflow slot, representing candidate solutions as particles that hold one service for each slot. The optimisation process uses a hybrid imperialist competitive-gravitational attraction algorithm, also applying local search to a percentage of candidates. The fitness function used in this approach optimises solutions according to QoS attributes. In comparison to works that do not employ any form of local search, the use of a memetic approach is shown to improve the overall quality of compositions. The limitation of this work is that it requires a sequential abstract workflow to be preselected, which means that other potentially better composition topologies cannot be explored, besides requiring a domain expert to perform the selection.

III. Memetic Algorithm with Indirect Representation

The core idea proposed in this paper is to optimise a sequence of candidate atomic services to be included in a composition, then feed this sequence to a graph-building algorithm that will construct a solution. The objective is to find the sequence of services that will lead to the solution with the highest overall QoS. The graph-building algorithm ensures that the composition created is fully functionally correct, thus allowing the sequence optimisation to be carried out in an unconstrained way. While this idea has been proposed in [6], that work employed PSO for optimising a set of floating point weights that were then used to create a sequence of services. The disadvantage of that approach is that the same sequence can be obtained from many different sets of weights, meaning that the search space that can potentially be explored is quite large. In contrast, this work investigates the representation of sequences directly as they are, ceasing to use weights and consequently resulting in a smaller search space. An example of the new representation and its corresponding composition is shown in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4: Example of new particle representation and its corresponding composition.](image-url)
memetic algorithm for optimising the ordering of sequences. In addition to being capable of handling direct sequences, memetic approaches with local search have been shown to yield service compositions of higher quality than simply employing the usual genetic operations [18]. The overall steps of the approach proposed in this paper are shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, a population of candidate sequences are initialised at random. Then, for a predefined number of generations, the following steps are executed: firstly, a composition is produced from each candidate sequence; secondly, candidates are selected for crossover and for executing local search; finally, crossover and local search operations are performed. After the steps for the last generation are executed, the best candidate identified during the search is returned as the final solution. The fundamental steps of this algorithm are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

Algorithm 1: Steps of the GA-based memetic composition approach.

1: Identify the composition layers each service belongs to;
2: Randomly initialise the population of candidate sequences;
3: while max. generation not met do
4: Decode and calculate the fitness of each candidate;
5: Select candidates for crossover and local search;
6: Apply crossover and local search operations;
7: Population update;
8: Return the fittest candidate found during the search;
9: end while

A. Identification of Service Layers

Before the composition process takes place, it is necessary to determine which layer each candidate service belongs to. This is done to prevent cycles from forming during the solution decoding process when using a backward graph-building algorithm. The identification process, shown in Algorithm 2, requires the overall task input \( I \), overall task output \( O \), and the service repository \( R \) as inputs. The first step is to initialise the output set using the values in \( I \), as well as creating a layer counter (initially set to 0). Then, the set of services whose inputs are completely satisfied by the output set are discovered. This continues as long as new services are identified, each time setting the layer information of services and updating the output set. If by the end of the discovery process the overall task output cannot be satisfied by the services identified, it is reported that no solution to the task is possible using the given repository \( R \).

B. Solution Decoding and Fitness Calculation

Since each candidate in the optimisation process is represented as a sequence, it is necessary to decode them in order to calculate their fitness. This is done using Algorithm 3 [6], which selects services from a sequence (prioritising its order) as it calculates its QoS attributes. The general idea of this algorithm is to find solutions backwards, from the composition output towards its input (i.e. from the later layers towards earlier ones). By using the layer information, compositions can be effectively built without generating any cycles. The algorithm requires an end node whose inputs are the composition task outputs, as well as the total number of layers. It begins by sequentially identifying services (i.e. starting from the beginning of the sequence) whose outputs fulfill the inputs of the end node, and then it proceeds to fulfill the inputs of these predecessor services layer by layer, until all remaining inputs can be fulfilled by the start node (which contains the overall task inputs). As each input is fulfilled, we keep track of a running sum of the preceding service times (in order to ultimately determine the composition path requiring the longest execution time), and we also update the other QoS attributes. Once all layers have been processed, the final fitness value can be calculated, as explained next.

The fitness of a solution \( i \) can be calculated according to Equation 1, which outputs values ranging between 0 (representing the worst possible overall QoS) to 1 (representing the best possible QoS). This equation creates a final score by performing a weighted sum of the overall QoS attributes of a composition, where the weights are chosen by the composition requestor to reflect the importance of each attribute (these weights must add up to 1). \( A, R, T, \) and \( C \) are all calculated during the decoding process, and are normalised between 0 and 1 to ensure that the final fitness score is within the accepted range. A standard normalisation procedure is used for each QoS attribute, and in the case of \( T \) and \( C \) the upper bounds of the normalisation are calculated by identifying the highest service value in the repository and multiplying it by the total size of the repository [6]. The objective is to maximise the fitness of candidates, yet we wish to minimise the overall composition time and cost, therefore \( T \) and \( C \) scores are subtracted from 1.

\[
\text{fitness}_i = w_1 A_i + w_2 R_i + w_3 (1 - T_i) + w_4 (1 - C_i) (1)
\]

where \( \sum_{j=1}^{4} w_j = 1 \).
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for decoding solutions and calculating their fitness [6].

Input : start, end, sequence, numLayers
Output: fitness $f$

1: Initialise variables to keep track of QoS:
   cost = 0, availability = 1, reliability = 1;
2: Set all inputs of end as the next to satisfy, associating each input with time 0 and numLayers + 1;
3: for all layers, from numLayers + 1 to first do
4:   Identify the inputs from next-to-satisfy set that correspond to services in this layer;
5:   while not all of these inputs have been satisfied do
6:     Get the next service in the sequence whose layer < current layer;
7:     if service outputs satisfy at least one input then
8:       Update running QoS values with service QoS (add service cost to running cost, multiply service availability and reliability with running availability and reliability);
9:       Add the inputs of service to the set of next inputs to satisfy, each associated with (service time + highest time from satisfied inputs) and current layer position;
10:  Find the total composition time as the highest from the remaining set of next inputs to satisfy;
11: Calculate fitness $f$ using total QoS values;
12: return $f$;

C. Crossover and Local Search Operators

Two operators are employed in this approach. The first one is crossover, which is based on the operator proposed in [19]. As shown in Figure 5, initially a subsection of both parents is randomly selected and copied over to the same location in the two children (in this example, the subsections ranged from the third to the fifth service in the sequence). This copying process results in two offspring that are filled within a given subsection with services from one parent, but that are otherwise empty. Thus, the final step is to fill any blank spaces in the offspring with services from the other parent, ensuring that no service is repeated or missing. For example, offspring 1 inherits the subsection copied from parent 1, so the remaining spaces must be filled using the services from parent 2. Working from left to right, the first service in parent 2 is $d$; this service is already in the subsection of offspring 1, therefore we move on to the next service ($a$). Service $a$ is copied to the first empty space in offspring 1. The next service in parent 2 ($e$) already appears in the subsection of offspring 1, therefore we move on to $f$, which is used to fill the next empty space in offspring 1. Finally, we move past service $c$ in parent 2 (as it already appears in the subsection of offspring 1), and we use the next service ($b$) to fill the final blank space in offspring 1. The same process is repeated for offspring 2, this time using parent 1. This allows sequential information from two candidates to be combined, while at the same time preventing service duplicates and omissions.

Fig. 5: Example of a crossover operation.

The local search operator, also inspired by [19], works by swapping the position of a pair of services in the sequence. Several service pairs are considered and the most promising one (i.e. the pair whose swap will result in the composition with the highest fitness value) is chosen to replace the original sequence. The set of sequences with the configuration as the original sequence but with a swapped service pair are known as the neighbourhood of that sequence, and the neighbourhood size of an original sequence of length $n$ is $\frac{n(n-1)}{2}$ (this accounts for all possible pair combinations). However, considering all possible pair combinations is very computationally expensive for larger sequences. To overcome this issue, in this work the local search begins by randomly selecting a service in the original sequence; then, the neighbourhood is restricted to only encompass those sequences whose swapped pair includes that particular service. By applying this restriction, the size of the neighbourhood becomes $n - 1$, meaning that the local search is computationally cheaper while still allowing for the exploration of a reasonable area of the overall neighbourhood. Figure 6 shows an example of this operator, having c as the selected service and displaying some of the original sequence’s neighbours.

D. Construction of Final Graph

The sequence decoding performed during the fitness calculation does not actually build a graph structure, in order to save resources. Therefore, after identifying the run’s solution the last step is to build its corresponding graph to be presented to the composition requestor. This is done using the graph-building process shown in Algorithm 4, which is a modified version of the decoding process described earlier in Algorithm 3. It works just like the decoding process, but instead of updating QoS values it progressivly adds service nodes to a graph, as well as the edges that connect the outputs and inputs of services – these additions are performed whenever a suitable predecessor to a service is found. Finally, a start
node is added to the graph with outgoing edges connecting it to the service nodes whose outputs it fulfills (i.e. the services from the first layer).

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Experiments were conducted to determine how the memetic approach (MA) to indirect Web service composition proposed in this paper compares to the previously proposed layered PSO approach in [6]. The hypothesis is that while MA will require more time to execute than PSO due to the local search, it will also produce a number of solutions with better quality than those produced by PSO. In order to test the influence of local search in the approach, two sets of experiments were carried out. In the first set, referred to as MA-I, the crossover and local search probabilities were set to 1.0 and 0.0, respectively – that is, local search was not used. In the second set, referred to as MA-II, the crossover and local search probabilities were set to 0.95 and 0.05, respectively, generally inspired by Koza’s operator settings [20]. All other settings were the same for MA-I and MA-II: 30 candidates were evolved over 100 generations to mirror common PSO settings in the literature [21], tournament selection and elitism were both set to 2, and all fitness functions weights were set to 0.25 (denoting that all QoS attributes are considered to have equivalent importance when creating the composition).

These experiments were compared to the previously obtained PSO results [6], where a swarm of 30 particles was run for 100 iterations, with coefficients $c_1$ and $c_2$ as 1.49618, inertia weight $w$ as 0.7298, and with all fitness functions weights as 0.25. All approaches were run 30 independent times on a personal computer with 8 GB RAM and an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU (3.4GHz). The datasets and composition tasks from WSC-2008 [22] and WSC-2009 [23], which contain Web service descriptions with associated QoS attributes, were used for conducting these experiments.

The results of the first and second set of experiments are shown in Table I, which displays the mean execution times and mean best fitness values for each composition task over 30 runs, with accompanying standard deviation values. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 95% confidence level was carried out to check whether the differences between the PSO results and the MA results are statistically significant, with $↑$ indicating that a value is significantly larger than that of the PSO approach and $↓$ indicating that it is significantly smaller.

When comparing MA-I and PSO, we see that MA-I’s representation of candidates directly as a sequence of services (instead of encoding the sequential information using weights, as done in PSO) significantly reduces the overall execution time. Most likely, this is because MA-I no longer requires candidates to be sorted before starting the decoding process, which would account for this difference. However, even with the decrease in time, the overall fitness of the solutions produced by MA-I is still generally equivalent to those produced by PSO. Thus, this set of experiments shows that the sequential encoding is a promising representation. It must be noted that MA-I and PSO both perform the same number of candidate evaluations per run (i.e. 30 evaluations).
per generation/iteration), which means that they can be directly compared.

The comparison between MA-II with PSO, on the other hand, shows that the execution time required by MA-II is generally greater than the PSO time, undoubtedly due to the additional evaluations required by the local search operator. However, the quality of the solutions produced by MA-II is consistently higher than those produced by PSO, meaning that the use of local search does contribute to the discovery of better composition solutions. Additionally, although MA-II takes more time, it should still be affordable in practice, as it runs in under two minutes for all tasks. Example solutions produced by PSO and MA-II for task WSC 2008-2 are shown in Figure 7. This task was chosen to illustrate the issue of convergence to local optima values such as $\pm 5$ (e.g., except for the 12th run), while PSO at times converged to local optima in under two minutes for all tasks. Example solutions produced with fitness 0.599300 (e.g. except for the 12th run), while PSO at times converged to local optima values such as 0.555964, which was produced by the 9th run and is shown in the figure. As we can see, the topology of the two solutions is exactly the same, and all of the services included are also the same except for the services connected to the start node (for PSO, serv911435962; for MA-II, serv1604119786). When investigating the QoS attributes of these two services, it was found that even though the cost, time, and availability attributes are in fact worse in serv1604119786, its reliability score was much higher than serv911435962’s availability (0.46 versus 0.81). In this case, MA-II is capable of selecting the better choice in this trade-off.

Unlike the first set of experiments, the number of candidate evaluations per run differs between MA-II and PSO, since MA-II uses local search and consequently evaluates more possibilities per generation. Thus, comparing it to PSO based on the number of generations may not be strictly fair, since MA-II now performs more evaluations over a run of the same length. To investigate their performance in more depth, a fitness convergence analysis based on the execution time of each approach was conducted. For each composition task, the mean best fitness so far for all approaches (over 30 independent runs) was plotted against the execution time so far for each generation. This analysis revealed two convergence patterns. The first pattern applies to tasks from 2008-1 to 2008-5 (5 instances), and it shows that the quality of the solutions produced by MA-II either exceeds or matches that of solutions produced by PSO within the execution time of PSO. The second pattern, which applies to the remaining tasks (8 instances), shows that the quality of MA-II does not match that of PSO within PSO’s execution time, though continues to improve after PSO has already finished. Meanwhile, MA-I does match PSO’s quality. A representative example on 2009-2 is shown in Figure 8. It is known that PSO tends to converge very fast, often to a local optimum. Therefore, while the fitness of MA-II increases more slowly than that of PSO, its stronger exploration abilities also lead it to find even better solutions. This analysis points out a trade-off between MA-I and MA-II: while MA-I can be executed more quickly to create solutions equivalent to those of PSO, MA-II uses local search to create solutions with higher quality, though requiring more time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Fitness</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Fitness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-1</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.492761 ± 0.001190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-2</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.599560 ± 0.014032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.499082 ± 0.000202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-4</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.30</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.541116 ± 0.000050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-5</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.499114 ± 0.000059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-6</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.04</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.53</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.56</td>
<td>0.499769 ± 0.000124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-7</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.57</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.19</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.69</td>
<td>0.499255 ± 0.000040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-8</td>
<td>7.4 ± 1.59</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.88</td>
<td>16.8 ± 3.75</td>
<td>0.499350 ± 0.000030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-9</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.572723 ± 0.017279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-10</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.36</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.24</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.94</td>
<td>0.499317 ± 0.000053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-11</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.07</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.65</td>
<td>9.0 ± 3.81</td>
<td>0.505678 ± 0.002928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-12</td>
<td>21.0 ± 3.32</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.60</td>
<td>94.8 ± 19.03</td>
<td>0.499400 ± 0.000051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC 2008-13</td>
<td>11.9 ± 2.09</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.68</td>
<td>32.2 ± 7.92</td>
<td>0.499636 ± 0.000019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Mean execution time and solution fitness for PSO and memetic approach.

Fig. 7: Example composition solutions for task WSC 2008-2.

Fig. 8: Example composition solutions for task WSC 2008-2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigated the use of a memetic algorithm to an indirect Web service composition strategy. In this approach, candidates are optimised as a service sequence that is then decoded into its corresponding compositing by employing
Fig. 8: Mean convergence for WSC 2009-2.

a graph-building algorithm. Even though this general idea has been investigated [6], the previous work employed a candidate representation that relied on weights for determining the order of services in the sequence, which increased the overall size of the search space. That work also selected PSO as the optimisation technique, even though it may lead to convergence on local optima [8]. This work, on the other hand, represents candidates directly as a sequence of services, without requiring a weight encoding and thus shrinking the overall search space. Additionally, the local search performed as part of the memetic approach helps in preventing convergence to local optima [9]. Experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the previously proposed PSO approach to the memetic approach introduced in this work, with two key findings. Firstly, thanks to the evaluation with lower computation complexity, the new representation (not considering the local search) reduces the overall execution time, meanwhile still producing solutions with equivalent fitness. Secondly, the local search leads to significant gains in the quality, though at times requiring longer execution times. Thus, these findings indicate that memetic composition approaches are indeed promising, and also that future work in this area could apply local a search strategy more intelligently to increase its overall efficiency.
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